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Is this answer helpful?

In the phrase â€œsalient issues,â€� the word means standing
out. Therefore, a salient issue is one that stands out from other
issues. Journals and Newspapers In academic writings, journals
and news articles, authors sometimes try to find the salient
issues in a subject.
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Salience (language) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salience_(language)

Overview Contents Semiotics Communication studies Public opinion Marketing stimuli

Salience is the state or condition of being prominent. The Oxford English Dictionary
defines salience as "most noticeable or important." The concept is discussed in
communication, semiotics, linguistics, sociology, psychology, and political science. It
has been studied with respect to interpersonal communication, persuasion, politics, and
its influence on mass media.

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

What Are Salient Issues? | Synonym
https://classroom.synonym.com/what-are-salient-issues-12079977.html
In the phrase â€œsalient issues,â€� the word â€œsalientâ€� is an adjective and
â€œissuesâ€� is a noun. That is, â€œsalientâ€� is describing the types of issues.

Salience | Definition of Salience by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/salience
Salience definition is ... But the Parkland movement might change that dynamic, at least
slightly, by making gun issues higher salience for the country as a whole.

On the Salience of Political Issues - nuff.ox.ac.uk
www.nuff.ox.ac.uk/Politics/papers/2003/Wlezien Salience Feb 2004.pdf
On the Salience of Political Issues: The Problem with â€˜Most Important Problemâ€™*
Christopher Wlezien Nuffield College and the University of Oxford

Salience - definition of salience by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/salience
Define salience. salience synonyms, salience pronunciation, salience translation, English
dictionary definition of salience. also sa·li·en·cy n. pl. sa·li·en·ces also sa·li·en·cies 1. â€¦

Measuring issue-salience in voters' preferences ...
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261379416304899
We provide a method to estimate issue-salience in the preferences of voters. â€¢ Our
methodology does not need individual specific perception about party location.

On the Salience of Political Issues: The Problem with â€¦
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/233756352_On_the_Salience...
Salience is an important concept throughout political science. Traditionally, the word has
been used to designate the importance of issues, particularly for voters.

Issue Salience and Party Choice - Cambridge Core
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science...
Issue Salience and Party Choice* - Volume 65 Issue 2 - David E. RePass Skip to main
content We use cookies to distinguish you from other users and to provide you with a â€¦

Lawmaker Age, Issue Salience, and Senior
Representation in ...
journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1532673X18754557
Political scientists have demonstrated the importance of lawmakersâ€™ identities,
showing that race, gender, socioeconomic status, and sexual orientation affect legislative
and representational behavior.

Salient | Define Salient at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/salient
Salient definition, prominent or conspicuous: salient traits. See more.
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